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1

Introdu tion

Wireless revolutionizes lo al area ommuni ations permitting the general publi
to provide ommuni ations servi es as well as to be ome mi ro-providers in Userentri Networks (UCNs). This emerging networking paradigm relies in the user's
willingness to share onne tivity and resour es. In omparison to traditional
Internet routing s enarios (be it based on wireless or x line te hnologies), UCNs
bring in forwarding hallenges, due to their underlying assumptions, namely: i)
end-user devi e nodes may behave as networking nodes, ii) nodes have a highly
nomadi behavior, iii) data is ex hanged based on individual user interests and
expe tations.
Furthermore, emerging trends su h as UCNs adding to the development of
faster, more reliable wireless standards, miniaturization of devi es, and redu ed
osts of hardware and servi es, is leading to a fast evolution of te hnologi al as
well as so ietal aspe ts in the way that people ommuni ate. For instan e, people expe t to be able to send and retrieve information whenever and wherever
they want. Yet, there are te hnologi al limitations whi h may ae t this anytimeanywhere ommuni ation paradigm, e.g. gray areas (i.e., areas where the wireless
signal strength is not enough to sustain onne tivity); physi al obstru tions; limited battery devi es; environmental aspe ts; limited resour es and se urity issues.
Related literature has been addressing aspe ts to mitigate wireless interferen e
and to take advantage of ooperative diversity whi h may mitigate some of the
problems posed by physi al obstru tions and overage problems due to node mobility. However, it is imperative to say that, sin e information is relayed among
nodes and these nodes an be highly dynami , ommuni ation may experien e
delay, varying from short to long periods, as isolated areas (e.g., intermittent
onne ted networks) may form in the ase of node failure (e.g., damaged AP)
or mobility (e.g., user hanges position). Thus, to in rease the performan e of
multi-hop ommuni ation, several improvements an be made, by taking advantage of transmission opportunities provided by moving nodes and a essible
APs, for instan e. This may o ur, for instan e, when a user is at a publi loation without Internet a ess. If other users are in the vi inity, and su h users
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are part of a UCN, then some of them may share Internet a ess and data an
be relayed until it rea hes the losest Internet gateway. Another situation may
o ur when information is simply arried by users that happen to be moving
towards the pla e where the destination is lo ated. Nowadays, this is possible
thanks to the size of devi es whi h are making them easier to arry around,
and also to the resour e apabilities they have. For instan e, the HAGGLE EU
proje t [1℄ exploits store- arry-and-forward apabilities (i.e., devi es' powerful
features, user willingness, trust among users, opportunisti onta ts) aiming to
provide ommuni ation in s enarios with intermittent onne tivity. HAGGLE
onsidered human mobility and the power of users' devi es to perform forwarding of information independently of the network layer. So it is easy to see that
the way people ommuni ate is arriving at a point where su h ommuni ation
must happen independently of the infrastru ture available, and depending on the
apabilities of intermediary devi es as well as their mobility pattern, interests
and so ial ties.
In what on erns the network layers, this new ommuni ation paradigm demands more reliable and e ient proto ols, as today we have areas where spe trum abounds and reates interferen e - dense networks, e.g. residential households, shopping malls) as well as areas where ommuni ation is only possible
through the formation of lusters of users (e.g., intermittently onne ted networks). Even in a metropolitan area, intermittent onne ted networks exist due
to wireless environments, unexpe ted disruptions, and areas where the networking infrastru ture is sparse (e.g., ity parks).
Understanding human mobility and so ial intera tion is important for the
adequate operation of data transmission in the ontext of UCNs. Dierent types
of models have been proposed in the last de ade, from those founded on purely
syntheti movements, su h as the ones based on purely random movements of
the nodes, to the ones aiming at reprodu ing the mobility patterns inside spei pla es. New insights and more rened and realisti models are still needed,
bringing together real world measurements and mathemati al hara terization
of node mobility. So now, besides onsidering the hara teristi s of the wireless
medium and aspe ts that inuen e its fun tionality, other relevant hara teristi s as user's interests and their so ial intera tion (resulting from the way people
move) have a key role when it omes to establishing ommuni ation and managing it onsidering resour es available and trust among users. The former has
shown itself rather useful when it omes to the dissemination and retrieval of
information, while levels of so ial intera tion with family, friends, a quaintan es,
and total strangers di tates when and how su h dissemination and retrieval is
going to happen. Last but not least, a routing solution for user- entri networks
must onsider two basi aspe ts: robustness from an end-to-end perspe tive, and
intermittent onne tivity support. This last aspe t is a major requirement to operate a future Internet, whi h means that routing systems must be able to keep
graphs onne ted.
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2

Related Work

With the advent of Web2.0 and the rise, both in variety and in overage, of wireless te hnologies and user-friendly devi es, there is a hange in terms of Internet
user behavior: the user is be oming more than simple onsumer of servi es, to
have roles where he/she shares or even provides networking servi es. Soa and
Mendes [2℄ des ribe new user- entri ommuni ation models, in whi h the user
is not only a onsumer but also a provider of ommuni ation opportunities (user
empowerment) and alerts to the need to onsider user- entri ommuni ations as
part of an Internet of the future. Our work builds upon the models the authors
des ribe with a spe i fo us on user- entri routing. Sin e most of the users are
urrently onne ted by means of wireless links, it is important to investigate algorithms and metri s to in rease reliability and performan e over multiple paths
dynami wireless networks: i) multi-path due to wireless diversity; ii) dynami
due to users' behavior.
In what on erns multihop routing, the most popular approa hes su h as
AODV and OLSR have been engineered to sustain better Quality of Servi e
(QoS) but not dynami node movement. A line of work has addressed this need
based on the denition of metri s that make a network more robust by taking
into onsideration link duration [5℄. Chama et al. [24℄ has provided an extensive
analysis on parameters apable of tra king a few aspe ts of mobility in routing
proto ols as a way to derive metri s that an be applied to multihop routing
approa hes, to make them more sensitive to node movement and hen e, redu e
the need for path re omputation.
A relevant aspe t addressed in related literature on erns the apability to
allow the network to expand based on heterogeneous and portable devi es. These
are often arried and transported by humans. In regards to redu ing the energy
onsumption in mobile devi es, there have been eorts in physi al and data link
layers as well as in the network layer related to the routing proto ol as has been
detailed by Oliveira Junior et al. [27℄. Most of the related proposals onsider
energy-e ien y from an engineering perspe tive, i.e. extensions of the existing
on-demand and link-state routing make modi ations in the proto ols to devise
energy-awareness.
One of the major assumptions in UCN and for whi h routing has to be prepared is the intermittent hara teristi of wireless onne tivity. This intermittent
behavior may o ur in sparse networks su h as in small villages, rural areas, or
disaster areas, as well as in dense urban networks. In the latter ase, intermittent
onne tivity may be due to wireless interferen e. Ad-ho routing proto ols su h
as AODV [3℄ and OLSR [4℄ assume that a omplete path always exist between a
sour e and a destination, and try to dis over minimum ost paths. This means
that su h proto ols are useful for networks with low to medium dynami s. While
in UCNs the movement of nodes follows their owners behavior - human movement patterns -, behavior that may lead to situations where some end-to-end
paths may not be temporarily suitable for ommuni ation. A family of algorithms (e.g. epidemi , gossip, greedy) [7,6,8,9,10,11℄ tries to make use of user
mobility to route information in loose onne ted graphs, as the ones provided
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by end-users. The primary fo us of this family of algorithms is to in rease the
likelihood of nding paths, using only information about spontaneous lo al onne tivity. However, su h algorithms are agnosti to the status of the network
in terms of onne tivity (potential onta ts), storage and queuing apability of
nodes and bandwidth apability of links. Their nal goal is only to in rease the
probability that a message is really delivered to its destination. A more realisti
s enario for user-provided networks is the one in whi h: i) most of the nodes
have resour e onstraints, and ii) lo al onne tivity may also be predi table or
s heduled (e.g. onne tivity provided every day while driving to work). However,
routing solutions for these UCN ommuni ation s enarios have re eived little attention to date. The needed investigation should analyze the trade-o between
delivery probability and resour e usage: for instan e, distributing messages to a
few or large number of nodes will in rease the probability of delivering a message
to its destination, but in return, more resour es will be used.
Balasubramanian et al. [12℄ propose an algorithm to repli ate pa kets optimizing a spe ied routing metri in s enarios where nodes have limited resour es.
However, the authors do not onsider node dynami s as well user behavior, su h
as willingness to ooperate in message forwarding. The latter limits the impa t
of the proposed algorithm, sin e nodes are autonomi in the sense that they an
de ide on their own whether to implement or not the rules of a routing algorithm
[13℄. In terms of appli ations support, most of the previous proposals onsider
only appli ations tolerant to hanging network onditions, su h as delay and
losses. However, although some appli ations are tolerant to quality os illations
this does not mean that they would not take advantage from low delay and minimum number of expired messages. For instan e minimizing delays redu es the
time messages spend in the network, redu ing the ontention for resour es.
Regarding evaluation frameworks, we highlight the most re ent opportunisti
routing proposals are based on Evolving Graph (EG) theory to design/evaluate
least ost routing proto ols. EG provides a formal abstra tion for dynami networks and ree ts the dierent onne tivity graphs in the time domain by onsidering node mobility. The result is that onne tivity of links are trans ribed
into subgraphs for dierent instant in time. Thus, Newman et al. [43℄ take into
onsideration one of the formalized EG riteria (i.e., foremost) to determine journeys (i.e., future temporary onne tions between nodes that an form a path over
time) in whi h data an qui kly rea h its destination. This evaluation framework
provides designers with an algorithm that is able to rea h good performan e in
s enarios where onne tivity patterns are known beforehand. Additionally, the
algorithm an be used as lower bound referen e to ompare opportunisti routing solutions. The work of Spyropoulos et al. [41℄ provides prin iples to help
developers in designing routing solutions based on their lassi ation of opportunisti routing, identied utility fun tions. The authors show that by knowing
the appli ation hara teristi s and requirements, the hoi e/design of routing
solutions is eased. Still, both works la k a guideline of how performan e metri s
and experimental setups an be used.
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3

Use-Cases, Assumptions and Requirements

This se tion provides a hara terization of a UCN s enario, in luding a set of
assumption and requirements, to assist in the debate on erning user- entri
routing. To larify main dieren es against other autonomi networks, the se tion also provides a omparison of onne tivity features for UCN against ad-ho
and other forms of multihop networking.
Fig. 1 provides a high-level perspe tive on potential ases of UCNs, to assist
in the des ription of two potential appli ability ases whi h are des ribed next,
namely, a s enario based on dense networks, and the other based on hallenged
ommuni ations. The intent is to assist in explaining routing assumptions and
requirements that are today already present for UCN environments.

Fig. 1. High-level perspe tive on potential UCN infrastru tures.

3.1 The CityRoam S enario
CityRoam stands for an example of an appli ability s enario based on ommunity servi es. The itizens registered in the system have the right in entive
[14,15,16℄ to forward data to other registered users via Wireless Lo al Area Networks (WLANs). The users may also agree to share their subs ribed Internet
onne tion (mobile, xed, or wireless) [17℄. Here, UCNs exhibit the usual spontaneous growth based on the idea that the dissemination of information is expe ted
to improve the itizen's daily life. For instan e, by means of su h spontaneous
settings, itizens an get lo al information on erning e.g. tra or up-to-date
situations. They an also ex hange messages independently of their lo ation and
terminal. This is therefore a ontext-based appli ability s enario where there is
a ba kbone provided by the ity eventually in agreement with several operators.
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Then, User Equipment (UE) shares servi es based on spe i poli ies and lo al
trust/se urity management, thus giving users the opportunity to onne t even
in gray areas. Consequently, CityRoam is partially based upon end-users willingness to forward data and share their Internet a ess and results in in reased
overage ( apillarity) from the provider perspe tive.

Des ription Maria is a professional in a highly demanding job. As her day
is pa ked with meetings starting early in the morning, she would like to make
sure she has all the ne essary items with her before leaving her house. This
in ludes her mobile, keys, glasses, wallet, and ele troni ompany identi ation
ard. These devi es ex hange information, reating an opportunisti network.
When leaving her apartment door, the door key initiates a he k to see that
she has everything. She has left her ID ard on the ounter, whi h auses an
alarm, sending a noti ation to her mobile. Maria leaves home very early to
go to the airport for a business trip. While walking to the bus stop the street
lights shift on in a oordinated manner when she is passing by, due to a system
of moving dete tion sensors, allowing her to walk safely to the bus stop while
saving energy. At the bus station, Maria has a ess to the rst news of the day
by a ity servi e that distribute news to bus stops. News are mostly about lo al
a tivities in Maria's neighbor (provided by itizens). Maria's devi e intera ts
with the bus stop allowing the upload of news of interest to Maria. When entering
the bus, Maria keeps reading the news previously downloaded, while some of
them are forwarded to the devi e of another passenger with similar interests. As
soon as Maria returns from her trip her mobile devi e ooads to the residential
WLAN. Her phone attempts to lo ate her suit ase, also UCN enabled, but alas
the suit ase last reported position was being loaded onto a ight to another
ity. Sin e the phone is aware of the des ription of the suit ase, it automati ally
noties the lost luggage o e of the airline with the des ription and a photo.
The lost luggage o e a knowledges re eipt of the report, and thus avoiding a
fruitless wait for her luggage to appear on the belt, Maria leaves to nd the taxi
from the ompany's that she always use.
Not having had a han e to buy gro eries, her refrigerator, whi h is aware
of her s hedule and hen e her return, knowing her meal preferen es, orders the
ne essary gro ery items and s hedules the delivery for that evening when she
will be home. A noti ation of this transa tion is also sent to her mobile with an
option of modifying the delivery time. Meanwhile, her luggage has arrived and
based on the same s hedule, her mobile arranges for the delivery of that the same
evening. Following a busy day of meetings, she returns home in good time for
the delivery of her gro eries, and luggage. After dinner, while relaxing wat hing
TV, her devi e, whi h is registered to the lo al UCN, re eives a noti ation
that some friends have de ided to go to a movie in the lo al inema. The devi e
noties the TV, whi h displays the information. By li king OK in her remote,
she noties the others that she will join them.
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3.2 Emergen y Network
A se ond appli ability s enario on erning UCNs and where routing is required
relates with riti al networking infrastru tures. In su h situations it is assumed
that most of the available ommuni ation infrastru ture in damage, whi h makes
is di ult to setup ommuni ation in a reasonable and useful time-frame. UCN
an, in this situation, assist devi es in self-organizing to qui kly establish a lo al
infrastru ture a ross UEs; wireless APs; vehi les equipped with Internet a ess
(e.g. res ue teams). In su h s enario, the plain appli ation of urrent multihop
routing approa hes may not be enough to route data with some ertainty due
to the unpredi table availability of ommuni ating devi es. For instan e, devi es
available may not be enough to sustain ommuni ation. Hen e, in su h situation, routing solutions need to take advantage of any transmission opportunity
(opportunisti ommuni ation ).
Des ription John is on a business trip to Lisbon, arrying a UCN enabled
devi e whi h integrates a routing solution that allows the establishment of opportunisti ommuni ations, to route information on the y. While driving from
Lisbon to Sintra, a minor earthquake o urs near the oast and isolated re
situations spread out of ontrol turning into a major wildre and a major ommuni ation infrastru ture is damaged. Devi es of people running out of the affe ted areas olle t sensory information (e.g. temperature) and soni information
(e.g. number and amplitude of human voi es and wireless ommuni ations). This
information is sent outside the ae ted area by any means available (e.g. undamaged ellular links, moving vehi les). Analysis of mobility patterns and available
transmission opportunities gives indi ation about the best devi es to onsider
in the ommuni ation pro ess. The re eption of spread information impa ts the
moving dire tion of res ue teams. While moving, these teams send res ue information towards ea h ae ted area, in order to allow people on the eld to start
providing rst help. This dissemination is based on nodes that are moving as
fast as possible towards the ae ted areas, and have good battery onditions.
So ial data provides information about spontaneously reated helping groups,
whi h an provide a more e ient dissemination of information.
3.3 User- entri Routing: Assumptions and Requirements
Based on the two examples provided in se tion 2, this se tion provides a set of
assumptions and requirements for routing solutions to onsider in UCN.
The primary fo us of routing in the ontext of UCNs - User- entri Routing
(UCR) - is to be apable of transmitting information in environments where
the ommuni ation upstream (from user to the ba kbone network) be omes as
relevant, if not more relevant, than the ommuni ation downstream (from the
network to the user). UCN equipment is based on urrent networking te hnology
(routers and swit hes) as well as on UE (relayers). Moreover, UCN equipment
operation is highly dependent on so ial aspe ts, as the itizen ontrols part of
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that equipment. The operation relates with the itizen environment (e.g. urban
or rural lands apes); so ial ommunities; roaming habits of the itizen.
Routing in UCNs requires networked devi es to have embedded fun tionality
that an make use of several environmental and ommuni ation interfa es, sustaining ommuni ations among an unlimited number of devi es that are able to
olle t and pro ess information without a onstant human intervention. This is
a reasonable assumption, as today any end-user devi e, mobile or not, integrates
su h features.
Assumptions In terms of ommuni ation apabilities, many of today's networks able to transmit environmental information (wireless sensor networks) are
evolving toward a proto ol-translation gateway model, similar to what happened
before with omputer networks. However, proto ol gateways are inherently omplex to design, manage, and deploy. The network fragmentation leads to none ient networks be ause of in onsistent routing, for instan e. Moreover, the
Internet today is more and more IP-based, being TCP/IP widely a epted as
a exible alternative to design s alable and e ient networks involving large
numbers of ommuni ating devi es, as advo ated by the IP for Smart Obje ts
(IPSO) allian e, and as suggested by the a tion Plan for the deployment of the
Internet Proto ol version 6 (IPv6) in Europe [42℄.
A key assumption for routing in UCNs is that wireless devi es are IP enabled,
independently of their size and battery apa ity. This is a key starting point
although there is not a strong requirement for UCN te hnology to be based on
IP.
We summarize the major assumptions to be observed when devising or adjusting routing solutions to UCNs as:
 UCN nodes must in orporate solutions (software or hardware based) that
allow then to olle t environmental and/or ontextual data.
 Some devi es are UCN gateways, i.e., they are apable of providing Internet
a ess and/or routing data to ontrollers that an provide Internet a ess.
 UCN nodes may or may not have intermittent wireless onne tivity.
 UCN nodes may or may not be limited in terms of battery, storage, as well
as bandwidth apa ity.
 Users involved in UCNs are willing to forward data to other users, passively,
or a tively.
 Some UCN nodes an relay data to others.
Requirements Routing in UCN aims to extend ommuni ation a ross the Internet assuming a humongous number of mobile devi es as well as assuming that
there is a relevant portion of data generated by and fo used on the individual
itizen.
A ontinuous ex hange of information a ross su h infrastru ture, that has
a high topologi al variability due to the self-organizing properties of UCNs,
requires a paradigm shift in the way that routing is devised. Relevant aspe ts
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to onsider relate with the need to assist data to be forwarded based on the
interests expressed by obje ts and not instead by the rea hability of a spe i
obje t, as o urs today.
Destination rea hability based solutions, based on globally routable identiers, as used today in the Internet, limits any eort to devise UCNs. Hen e, one
of the te hnologi al roles of routing when applied to UCNs should be to devise
an information- entri routing framework that onsiders information based on:
the user's roaming patterns (mobility awareness ); the limited battery apa ity
of nodes (energy awareness ); some aspe ts of so ial behavior, su h as shared
interests and the opportunities to disseminate su h interests (opportunisti data
transmission awareness ).
These aspe ts an be summarized as the following requirements:
 Routing must be able to distribute information based on interests manifested
by nodes and taking into onsideration ontext-awareness.
 Routing must interfa e with or en ompass some system to identify/tra k
information blo ks rather than obje ts.
 Routing must be able to forward information even in the presen e of intermittent onne tivity.
 Routing should support se ure and private ommuni ations, whenever required.
 Routing performan e must be ensured, independently of the number of
nodes.
 Routing must be based on onne tivity among peer obje ts, avoiding dependen ies upon network devi es with spe i roles, in parti ular, dependen ies
on entralized gatekeepers.
 Routing must be aware of the intrinsi hara teristi s of nodes, su h as battery, storage apa ity, environmental apture apa ities, pro essing power,
and onne tivity degree, in order to a hieve an e ient ontrol of available
ommuni ation resour es.
4

User- entri

Routing

Multihop routing approa hes are usually onsidered in any wireless s enarios. In
UCNs, as explained these approa hes fall short due to the variable topologi al
UCN behavior, where formed routes will be subje t to more frequent breaking
due to the fa t that nodes in the network are now part of the Customer Premises
(CP) as well as limited in terms of energy apa ity. A routing proto ol or framework will provide or ompute a route when there is need to transmit data for
nodes that are not in ea h other transmission range. Also, when a route in urs
a break on one of the links on the route, the routing proto ol will re ompute
an alternative path for data transmission to ommen e. It is imperative that a
dis overed route be a stable as frequent path re- omputations weigh down the
performan e of routing in terms of ontrol overhead, in reased delay, lowered
throughput and in some ases pa ket loss will also o ur.
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This se tion gives insight into how to make urrent multihop approa hes
more adaptable to UCNs, by going over the three dimensions mentioned in se tion 3, namely: mobility awareness; energy awareness; opportunisti transmission
awareness.
4.1 Mobility Awareness
Node movement and its impa t on the network operation is often left to be
taken are of by mobility management solutions ( ontrol plane). While su h
solutions assist in handing over data sessions, on the network layer the routing
pro ess will always experien e link breaks independently of being temporary
or permanent. In other words, urrent mobility management solutions assist in
making appli ations agnosti to node movement up to some extent. However,
the underlying layers experien e su h impa t whi h will then have reper ussion
in the network performan e.
Con erning routing, a potential way to over ome su h impa t is to investigate
mobility metri s that assist routing in be oming more sensitive (more adaptive)
to node movement patterns.
Prior work [?,24℄ has addressed potential mobility tra king parameters that
an be used to derive adaptive routing metri s. Some of su h mobility tra king
parameters are pause time, link duration and average number of link breaks. From
the mobility parameters that were reviewed (e.g. node degree, number of link
breaks, link duration), link duration is a parameter that possesses some ability
to apture properties that may assist in distinguishing between permanent and
temporal link breaks. Another ategory of parameters that we have resear hed
demonstrating some relevan y in terms of mobility awareness relates with the
denition of the movement relation of a node towards its neighborhood, aspe t
whi h we identify as the node's neighborhood mobility orrelation [25,20,24℄.
Link Time Stability Link duration (LD) is a parameter that is tightly related
to the movement of nodes; it is also, as of today, one of the parameters that
is most popular in terms of tra king node mobility. By denition, link duration

is asso iated to the period of time where two nodes are within the transmission
range of ea h other. In other words, it is the time period that starts when two

nodes move to the transmission range of ea h other, and that ends when the
signal strength per eived by the re eiver node goes under a spe i threshold.
Some authors then provide a variation of this denition by working the threshold
value.
In order to assist in developing a ost asso iated to link stability, we have onsidered two dierent metri s asso iated to the notion of link break and duration,
and to the relation of these two elements.
The rst embodiment of link stability for link l, s1l , omprises the ratio
between the time a link is down (link break duration), lb, and the link lifetime
lf for the duration that elapses between two onse utive breaks, as expressed in
equation 1:
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s1l =

lb
lb + lf

(1)

Su h ratio gives a measure of stability in the sense that the more prone is a
link to break, the lesser is its stability. It is a simple metri whi h should assist
in prioritizing links over time, and in hoosing the ones that have a lower s1l .
The ratio will avoid short-lived links, sin e the duration in whi h the link is in
broken state (lb ) will be large. As nodes move, new links are formed and others
are broken, meaning that link stability an hange with time. A good link metri
is one that aptures the hange in link stability. A link break means that there
is a hange in link stability. In our metri , link ost depends on the time the link
has been down: links that in ur long breaks will not parti ipate in routing in
the presen e of links that are stable. Link stability depends on the time the link
has been down and up. Impli itly, the metri aptures nodes that are in group
mobility. It an dierentiate links that are formed between two mobile groups
whose propagation path dier. It an also apture stable nodes that are stati .
In a se ond embodiment of link stability based on LD, we introdu e an additional parameter: the number of link breaks, nbl .We refer to this embodiment
as s2l , provided by equation 2.
s2l =

lb ∗ nbl
lb + lf

(2)

s2l takes into onsideration the time period that a link is a tive, and also the
number of breaks in urred with respe t to a spe i time-window. In omparison
to s1l , s2l not only onsiders the per entage of time a link is a tive, but also the
frequen y of breaks during that period.
To provide a on rete example, let us onsider two links i and j, with the same
duration: lfi = lfj = 10 se onds and also with the same link break duration,
lbi = lbj = 2 se onds. However, while in i su h ina tive time is derived from one
single, longer break, for link j that has been the produ t of 2 link breaks.
The routing metri s were implemented in AODV where it was found out
that that our metri s, and in parti ular the s2 metri assists AODV in a better
path sele tion - paths that are more steady, thus redu ing the need to have
path re omputation. Observed was that mobility-aware routing metri s a tually
improved routing performan e, in both proto ols, although higher improvements
were noted in AODV ompared to OLSR.

Node to Neighborhood Mobility Correlation A node to neighborhood
mobility orrelation relates with the stability that a node an provide in a path
and whi h is dependent not only of the node's individual mobility pattern, as well
as of the neighbors individual patterns towards the node - the group mobility
pattern. A routing solution must therefore take into onsideration not only the
own perspe tive of a node on erning movement, but also the group relation. To
apture this neighborhood movement variability, we have address the notion of
node degree stability as well as the notion of link breaks in the ontext of group
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movement. The relation between the node degree at an instant in time as well
as the integration of new nodes in the neighborhood are parameters, that when
ombined, assist in understanding the mobility variability surrounding a node.
4.2 Energy-e ien y Awareness
Multi-hop routing has been extensively analyzed and optimized in terms of resour e management, but in terms of energy e ien y there is a la k of a thorough
analysis in wireless environments. On the other hand, there is onsiderable related work in the elds of energy e ien y and energy awareness for sensor
networks. Even though it is relevant to onsider the results a hieved in su h
networks, there are spe i requirements of UCNs whi h make energy awareness
and e ien y problems that are not trivial to be solved. Firstly, UCN nodes
are heterogeneous in terms of resour es su h as battery apa ity. Se ondly, su h
nodes exhibit frequent movement and are also expe ted to frequently join and
leave a network.
Routing in UCNs an be adjusted to be energy-aware. In our work we have
onsidered organi ways to make multi-hop routing more exible, namely, the
in lusion of energy-aware routing metri s in urrent multihop solutions.
Energy Awareness Routing Notions A UCN node is expe ted to be inter onne ted via one or more networking interfa es. In the ontext of energyawareness one an onsider the edges that inter onne t nodes to have an energye ien y ost whi h is a measure of energy expenditure of the nodes involved
in the onne tion. Su h ost an be omputed based on the perspe tive of the
sour e node - the node transmitting -, or based on the perspe tive of both nodes
involved in a potential transmission - the sour e/father node, and the potential
su essor node.
Con erning the sour e node perspe tive, there are three main modes of energy
expenditure. A node is in Transmit mode when transmitting information. Hen e,
Transmit Power (Tx Power) for a node orresponds to the amount of energy (in
Watts) spent when the node transmits a unit (bit) of information. A node is
in Re eive mode if it is re eiving data. Hen e, Re eption Power (Rx Power) for
a node orresponds to the amount of energy (in Watts) spent when the node
re eives a unit (bit) of information. Parti ularly for the ase of 802.11, there are
two additional states a node may be at. When not re eiving or transmitting,
the node is still listening to the shared medium (overhearing) and is said to be
in Idle mode. When the node is not overhearing, then it is said to be in Sleep
mode. In this mode, no ommuni ation is possible but there is still a low-power
onsumption.
The way a node spends energy is based on an energy onsumption model,
whi h di tates how mu h energy (how many units) are spent for ea h mode per
unit of data (transmitted, re eived, overheard). Then, dierent node metri s an
apture su h energy spending or savings, and thus an make a node energy aware
up to some point. Feeney et al., for instan e, provide a general model [21℄ for
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pa ket-based energy onsumption, i.e., energy spent by a node when it sends,
re eives, or dis ards a pa ket.
Energy-aware routing metri s are normally asso iated to the perspe tive of a
node and hen e are known as energy-aware node metri s. The main energy-aware
node metri s are i) Transmission Power [44℄, ii) Residual Energy (RE) [45℄ , and
iii) Drain Rate (DR) [22℄. These metri s are normally used to the problem of
maximum lifetime routing, i.e., in reasing the network lifetime. The transmission
power metri aims at maximizing the network lifetime by minimizing the total
energy onsumption per pa ket. The residual energy metri goal is to extend the
network lifetime by extending node lifetime and balan ing the energy onsumption per node. The drain rate metri aims at maximizing the network lifetime
by predi ting the node lifetime. The transmission power is ommonly applied
as a link ost (even though it is a metri that provides only a node perspe tive) in shortest-path omputation. The residual energy and drain rate metri s
are normally onsidered to be applied in min-max algorithms, whi h expli itly
avoids the minimum energy problem by sele ting the route that maximizes the
minimum residual energy of any node on the route. Routes sele ted using minmax algorithms may be longer or have greater total energy onsumption than
the minimum energy route. This in reases per pa ket energy onsumption, but
it generally performs better than minimum energy routing.
Out of the metri s mentioned, the most relevant to onsider in the ontext of
routing applied to UCNs are the drain rate and residual energy metri s, as explained in previous work [27,28℄. Still, in the ontext of UCN su h metri s annot
be applied in isolation to provide energy awareness, in the ontext of multihop
proposals. We would also like to emphasize that the Internet Engineering Task
For e (IETF) is urrently dis ussing energy-aware multihop metri s tailored for
energy e ien y for routing proto ols in the ontext of the working group ROLL.
Novel Metri s for Energy-awareness Based on the notion that in UCNs
nodes are heterogeneous in terms of energy apa ity we have dis ussed and
validated several metri s, summarizing the most relevant ones in this se tion.
Initially, we have proposed heuristi s whi h onsider an energy-awareness ranking of node based on idle times, whi h a node provides a ranking in terms of
the node robustness to optimize the node lifetime as well as the global network
lifetime. Then, a se ond heuristi we have onsidered the impa t of node degree
history for ranking the node to extend the lifetime.
The Energy-awareness Node Ranking (ENR) metri [29,28℄[30℄ explores the
fa t that nodes that have been in idle mode for the majority of their lifetime,
and that still exhibit a good estimate for their future energy level are the most
adequate andidates to onstitute a shortest-path. In ENR we estimate how
mu h of its lifetime has node i been in idle mode, to then provide an estimate
towards the node's future energy expenditure, as this will for sure impa t the
node's lifetime. Su h periods are the ones that are expensive to i in terms of
energy. Hen e, we onsider the total period in idle time, tidle over the full lifetime
expe ted for a spe i node, whi h is given by the sum of the elapsed time
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period T with the estimated lifetime of the node, as provided in equation 3. The
estimated lifetime C(i) was rst provided by Gar ia-Luna-A eves et. al [22℄.
EN R(i) =

T − tidle
T × C(i)

(3)

EN R is therefore a node weight whi h provides a ranking in terms of the
node robustness, from an energy perspe tive, and having as goal to optimize the
network lifetime. The smaller EN R(i) is, the more likelihood a node has to be
part of a path.
Based on ENR, we have developed the Energy-awareness Father-Son (EFS)
metri , whi h onsiders a omposition of the ENRs of both a father and su essor
nodes as spe ied in equation 4[32℄.
EF S(i, j) = EN R(i) × EN R(j)

(4)

EF S provides a ranking whi h we believe is useful to assist the routing
algorithm to onverge qui kly in parti ular in multi-path environments, as the
sele tion on whi h su essor to onsider shall be made up from, by the father
node. The goal is, similarly to ENR, to improve the network lifetime without
disrupting the overall network operation. Hen e, the smaller EF S(i, j) is, the
more likelihood a link has to be ome part of a path.
These two sets of metri s and variations have been validated via dis rete
event simulations in the ontext of both AODV and OLSR. Operationally, these
two proto ols have a very dierent behavior, and applying global metri s to them
independently of the proto ol behavior is not trivial. However, from an energyaware perspe tive, it is possible to do so, by onsidering that both families rely
on shortest-path omputation.
Hen e, the line of thought onsidered in the development of our energy-aware
metri s is that the prin iple of shortest-path omputation must be kept. Instead
of hop- ount, a metri that an provide an energy expenditure ost to a node
is onsidered. The main aveat related with this hange is that in order to keep
a ura y, one must ensure that the proto ol syn hronizes path status adequately.
This implies onsidering either a time-window me hanism, or updates to a node's
ost ea h time a hange o urs. These are regular te hniques, where it is essential
to nd an adequate ommitment between a ura y and low overhead due to the
required signaling.
In terms of the behavior of EFS vs. ENR there seems to be an improvement
in parti ular when s enarios have larger distan es, and when the network load
is higher [32℄. This implies that EFS seems to provide more robustness when
s enarios have more variability (e.g. more nodes moving, and several su essors
at disposal). In terms of network lifetime and for the s enarios evaluated, ENR
results in a small improvement. The greater advantage of applying EFS instead
of ENR seems to relate with an improvement in throughput and a signi ant
improvement on erning pa ket loss. Our belief for this gain relates to the fa t
that EFS allows nodes to rea t qui ker to energy hanges on a path - resulting
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paths will be more robust earlier in time, assuming that nodes have a reasonable
out-degree (several su essors available).
Thinking on real implementation, we have dis ussing the impa t of energy
awareness and operational aspe ts of the link-state and distan e-ve tor routing
families. Then, we have des ribed and dis ussed the routing ar hite ture spe i ation for energy awareness submitted to the IETF working group ROLL[31℄.
The spe i ation an be applied in any available multihop routing proto ols,
su h as AODV, OLSR and RPL.
4.3 Opportunisti Communi ation Awareness
Related work on erning opportunisti routing aim to investigate the use of node
onta t metri s (e.g., frequen y of en ounters), resulting from node mobility, to
rea h a good trade-o between ost and rate of message delivery. These proposals
started by investigating s hemes based on whi h nodes send unique opies of
messages (repli ate on e) until destination is found (e.g., single opy forwarding)
aiming to redu e transmission osts (i.e., number of message repli as in the
network) and s hemes based on whi h nodes keep repli ating messages to any
en ountered node (e.g., Epidemi ) aiming to in rease delivery probability and
to redu e delay.
In a se ond stage, several proposals started to investigate methods to mitigate
the ost of repli ation me hanisms, aiming to a hieve the delivery probability
and delay of epidemi approa hes with the low network ost of single- opy ones.
These repli ation-based approa hes tried to exploit more elaborated networking
aspe ts su h as node en ounter, resour e usage, and so ial similarity, whi h is
the latest trend identied in the last ouple of years.
Then, we have further investigate the dierent opportunisti routing solutions, with parti ular emphasis on the so ial-aware approa hes [37℄. Another
important aspe t that we ould observe while overing the state-of-the-art in
opportunisti routing is related to the way proposals are evaluated: there no
guidelines with respe t how su h proposals should be ompared in order to provide a fair performan e assessment. This led us to ome up with a Universal
Evaluation Framework [38,39℄, whi h aids networks to evaluate new opportunisti routing solutions to already existing ones in way to have their assessment
done respe ting the limitation of ea h of the proposals involved.
In what on erns solutions based on so ial similarities, it is important to
a hieve a orre t mapping between real node intera tion and the so ial graph
that aids routing. Hossmann et al. [33℄ show that the key for su essful forwarding is related to the ability of mapping so ial intera tion (resulting from the
mobility pro ess) into a lean so ial representation (i.e., that best ree ts the
mobility stru ture), whi h should apture the daily life routine of nodes. Eagle
and Pentland [34℄ show that people have routines that an be used to identify
future behavior as well as intera tion with people with whom they share similar behavior and potentially the same ommunity. In what on erns the latest
argument, the identi ation of so ial stru tures en ompasses the hallenge of
dete ting and adjusting ommunities on-the-y in a useful time frame. Current
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resear h eorts show the di ulty of onstru ting and adjusting so ial stru tures
in short periods of time.
In UCNs, the user daily routine is an essential aspe t and hen e, our hoi e
on erning opportunisti ommuni ation awareness falls the so ial approa hes.
In this ontext, in previous work we have proposed two utility fun tions
[35℄ that take into onsideration the daily routines of users and the intensity of
their so ial intera tions to take forwarding de isions: the Time-Evolving Conta t Duration (TECD) that weights so ial intera tions among nodes onsidering
the duration of onta ts; and TECD Importan e (TECDi) whi h estimates the
importan e of nodes a ording to the weight of the links to its neighbors and
their importan e. Experiments arried out to evaluate the two utility fun tions
showed that routine has a positive ee t on opportunisti routing, when ompared against onta t and so ial-based ben hmarks.
This work evolved to be ome a new routing algorithm, dLife [40℄ whi h aptures the dynami s of the network represented by time-evolving so ial ties between pair of nodes.
Another part of this work refers to point-to-multipoint ommuni ation, whi h
is a desirable feature in opportunisti routing sin e it in reases rea hability of
nodes interested in the ontent of the messages. Su h feature has been shown to
lead opportunisti routing to have better performan e and wise use of resour es
[46℄.
dLife has been implemented in the ontext of the ONE simulator, as well
as in the ontext of a realisti Delay Tolerant Networking testbed set in the
Amazon region 1 holding 10 devi es (3 personal omputers with Ubuntu 10.10
Maveri k, 3 smartphones Android 2.3.6 Gingerbread, 4 wireless routers with
OpenWrt 10.03.1) with the purpose to exploit physi al proximity, a key aspe t
of dLife to determine dierent levels of so ial intera tion among devi es.
5

Summary and Future Work

This paper addresses assumptions and requirements of routing in the ontext of
UCNs, alerting to the need to revisit multihop approa hes making them aware
to node movement, to the limited battery apa ity of the nodes, as well as to
the potential value of opportunisti ommuni ations.
The line of thought followed is that in order to allow end-to-end routing
on the Internet to adequate work in future Internet ar hite tures, it is required
to onsider new metri s that in orporate properties that allow nodes to hoose
other-than-shortest-path solutions, while at the same time ensuring ba kward
ompatibility with the urrent solutions.
1

A DTN testbed was reated in ollaboration between COPELABS and the University
Federal of Pará (UFPA) in order to test the performan e of dLife in the extreme
onditions of the Amazon region, in the
entri
(FCT).

ontext of the joint proje t UCR: User-

Routing, 2010-2013, proje t funded by Fundação para a Ciên ia e Te nologia
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The work des ribed has addressed ways to integrate metri s apable of providing su h sensitivity to urrent shortest-path based approa hes showing that
it is feasible to improve the network lifetime as well as to redu e path re omputation, by integrating simple metri s into existing approa hes, derived from
parameters that are, in their majority, passively aptured by nodes. In other
words, these metri s do not require a tive probing of the network.
A on lusion to draw is that the metri s proposed have shown good improvements of dierent network properties (e.g. lifetime, path re omputation). Su h
improvements were possible without adding any signi ant overhead be it to
a node or network operation, as des ribed in the dierent IETF spe i ations
proposed.
Resear h work in this eld should address ways to ombine the three dimensions mentioned, as well as to validate the metri s proposed in the ontext of
other multihop solutions.
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